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Mission Planning Conference Explores Vision, 
Progress in Evangelism

The 2017-18 Mission Planning Conference was held at 
Fujimicho Church, March 5-6, 2018, with the theme “How 
to Proceed with Evangelism in Japan.” There were 84 
attendants. Greeting the gathering, Rev. Yonekura Misao, 
chair of the Commission on Mission, said: “We have 
various problems within the Kyodan, but I am hoping it 
becomes a church founded on its confession of faith and 
the church constitution and bylaws.” 

Two ministers and two lay persons were invited to speak. 
  1. Rev. Furusawa Keita, pastor of Kobe Tobu Church, 
gave his analysis of the present situation of the church’s 
fundamental mission strategy, saying, “It is important for 
the Kyodan as a uniting church to have confidence in its 
rich character.” He offered many suggestions.
  2. Nishitani Miwako, a member of Omiya Church, spoke 
next from a woman’s perspective, stating, “Evangelism in 
Japan is the family of God responding to the love of Christ, 
accepting one another and walking together.”
  3. Nakajima Akihiko, a member of Hachioji Church, 
said that due to dwindling membership, we cannot put the 
burden of evangelism only on the clergy. It should be seen 
as the role of the church membership as a whole, with lay 
people bringing others to church.
  4. Rev. Yoshizawa Hisashi, pastor of Aichi Church, stated 
that since he himself had not come from the Kyodan, 
there was a period in which he had not really sensed the 
problems in the Kyodan as his own. But now that his 
calling is working in a Kyodan church, he shares the issues 
he sees within the Kyodan.

In the evening, the moderators of Hokkai, Tokai, 
Nishichugoku, and Chubu districts reported on their 
situations. 

  1. Hokkai District Moderator Kuze Sorachi reported that 
since 1984, ten-year long-term mission plans have been 
established; and since 1994, reform, solidarity, and peace 
have been strongly emphasized. He reported that presently, 
because the Hokkaido community is shrinking, as a district 
it is being recognized that each church offers community 
support through continuing to provide worship, and 
beginning with the worship experience, peace in society 
can be realized.

  2. Tokai District Moderator Miyamoto Yoshihiro 
expressed the view that the foundation of the district is 
"evangelism and the preaching of the gospel." In 2016, 
Tokai District drafted a five-year plan stating that to 

be evangelical, the district must be united and increase 
spirituality, and that experiencing the joy of worship should 
increase the effect of evangelism.

  3. Nishichugoku District Moderator Obata Taisaku 
introduced the district’s foundational policy and suggested 
that from now on, rather than asking about the church's 
wishes, thoughts, or feelings, the central focus should be 
serving the world through action that would define the 
meaning of the church’s existence.

  4. Chubu District Moderator Yokoyama Yoshiki 
introduced the district’s unique mutual aid system 
of concrete action. Mission policy is not limited by 
historically detailed events, and each year a mission goal 
is adopted at the annual assembly. In regard to the problem 
of responding to opinions concerning administering 
communion to the unbaptized, Rev. Yokoyama stated 
that being united in our polity concerning baptism and 
communion is foundational to effective cooperative 
mission.

On the second day of the gathering, Kyodan Moderator 
Ishibashi Hideo gave a lecture entitled, “The Macedonian 
Call—At An Impasse.” In his opening remarks, he reflected 
on the necessity of uniting the church under its confession 
of faith as it faced the aftermath of the Great East Japan 
Disaster tragedy. Drawing from the constitution, he said, 
“The church’s first calling is to birth people to be baptized, 
to participate in the life of the cross and resurrection 
experienced through the Eucharist, and to become a 
branch of the body of Christ.” Also, experiencing blessings 
through worship, leading people to works of love, is 
evangelism. 

In the case of the Great East Japan Disaster, with the 
support from the worshiping community, we were able 
to offer assistance through the church and learned that 
“worship and daily witness cannot be separated.” After the 
lecture, participants split up into groups that functioned 
more as a time to listen to one another than as a time for 
debating issues. Styled like a “World Café,” there were 
eight tables with different themes of Fundamental Mission 
Strategy. Participants held discussions according to the 
various themes, recorded them on poster sheets, and later 
shared these with the general assembly afterward. (Tr. WJ)

        　　　　　　　 —Kato Makoto, executive secretary
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Youth Conference Commemorates 

Reformation’s 500th Anniversary
The "Reformation for Youth 500 Conference" was held in 
Tokyo on March 21, preceded by a pre-conference rally the 
evening before, which was held at Tokyo District’s Yamate 
Church from 6 to 8 p.m. The audience of 323 enjoyed a 
live performance of the "Night de Light" (Night of Light) 
band. The March 21 conference itself was held at Aoyama 
Gakuin’s Goucher Hall from 1 to 5:30 p.m. Although an 
exact count was not made, there were more than 1,000 
participants from various denominations, including about 
200 from the Kyodan. There were four speakers from 
different denominations, and music was provided by 100 
Gospel Singers group, with the conductor also leading the 
singing of the entire congregation during worship. This 
conference was sponsored by the Kyodan and was planned 
and organized by the Reformation for Youth 500 Committee 
of the 500th Anniversary of the Protestant Reformation 
Celebration Committee in Kyodan.

      　　　 —Noguchi Yukio, steering committee member
        　　　   Reformation for Youth 500 Conference

VOICES FROM THE ECUMENICAL 
YOUTH CONFERENCE

My Impression of the Pre-conference Event

      　　　　　    by Nishino Soichiro, member 
         　　　　　　  Tondabayashi Church, Osaka District

I attended the Reformation for Youth 500 Conference that 
was sponsored by the Kyodan as part of its celebration 
of the 500th Anniversary of the Reformation. When the 
Christian church fell into various kinds of dysfunction 500 
years ago, Martin Luther stood up for reformation. The 
session was opened by a musical group named "Night de 
Light," which means light overcoming darkness. Three out 
of the four members are from a pastor’s family. This name 
reflects the dream of Martin Luther. We had a very good 
time with light conversation from a base of strong faith. 
The performance was a very interesting discussion of faith 
and life. The event was very successful because the Lord 
blessed us with the Holy Spirit.

This makes us believe in the possibility of faith becoming 
the light of today's society, and this gave us heartfelt joy.

My Impression of the 100 Gospel Singers Group

                          by Saito Ayumi, member
                               Sendai Aobaso Church, Tohoku District

The reason I attended the conference is that Pastor Arai 
Isaku of Natori Church gave us the information about the 
Reformation for Youth 500 Conference. I wasn’t sure I 
could join the 100 Gospel Singers group, because I didn't 
have much time to practice, and I didn't know anyone 
there. But Pastor Arai suggested that if I was willing to 

try, I should attend and see how I liked it. And because I 
wanted to try something new, I agreed. My biggest fear 
was performing almost without practicing, so a friend of 
mine introduced me to one of the members, who gave me 
a video of the songs. I viewed it the night before, while 
we were staying at the Olympic Center. It made me feel 
comfortable because there were some songs I knew. 

On the day of the performance, as we were on our way to 
Aoyama Gakuin, we met another person who was on her 
way to join the 100 Gospel Singers group, and we were 
encouraged by becoming one in spirit. I had hoped to join 
the soprano section, but in order to keep the part balance, 
I sang alto. With the other singers around me, I could 
follow the melody, and I could memorize the verses. At the 
performance, with the help of the other singers and, most 
of all, with the help of the Lord, I could joyously praise 
the Lord. I look forward to the next chance to sing the one 
song we didn’t have time to perform that evening.

My Impression of the Messages

       by Fujimoto Hiromi, member 
            Reinanzaka Church, Seinan (southwest) Subdistrict
            Tokyo District

In my opinion, the most memorable part of the message 
by Kobayashi Katsuya, the pastor of Kure Heian Church, 
Nishi Chugoku District, was that no matter how small or 
unimportant we are, God will never forsake us. The most 
important point is that since God has chosen us, we can 
depend on him as we continue to live our life of faith. 
Likewise, Rev. Oshima Shigenori, general secretary of 
the Kirisutosha Gakusei Kai (Association of Christian 
Students), said that while it might be easy to express 
our faith vividly in a meeting like this, we need to ask 
ourselves whether we can also express our faith in our own 
church and in our daily lives. In church we tend to compare 
ourselves to others, and once we step outside our churches, 
we often end up not even saying that we attend church. 

(Cont'd on p.3)

Over 1,000 present, 200 from Kyodan, at Aoyama Gakuin's Goucher Hall
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Official Visits to Korea and Indonesia
            by Kato Makoto, executive secretary

From March 5 to 7, 2018, I participated in the National 
Council of Churches in Korea (NCCK)’s International 
Conference in Celebration of the 30th Anniversary of the 
1988 Declaration, which was held at the Ramada Hotel 
in the Dongdaemun area of Seoul. The theme of the 
conference was “Cultivating Peace, Proclaiming Hope” 
and was attended by 48 foreign guests and 70 participants 
from Korea. Among those listed from the Presbyterian 
Church in the Republic of Korea was Rev. Nagao Yuki, 
a missionary sent from the Kyodan. World Council of 
Churches General Secretary Rev. Dr. Olav Fykse Tveit and 
NCCK General Secretary Rev. Dr. Lee Hong Jung were 
scheduled to deliver the opening day's keynote addresses, 
but unfortunately WCC General Secretary Tveit was 
unable to attend because his flight was canceled due to 
airplane malfunction. 

The title of NCCK General Secretary Lee’s address 
was “No Other Way than Peace: Enhancing People's 
Life Security by Developing Positive Peace.” Prior to 
the keynote address, there was a session on listening to 
stories during which three witnesses came to the stage to 
document historical facts as part of the sub-theme of the 
conference: “people living with the pains of division.” The 
first speaker was a female victim of the Jeju Uprising that 
began on April 3, 1948. There has been only a perfunctory 
knowledge of the "4.3 Uprising"—namely, that President 
Syngman Rhee had carried out a massacre of the people 
of Jeju Island. Even 70 years after the fact, the evidence 
of the unprovoked massacre described by the witness was 
shocking to those who heard about it. 

The second speaker was a man who had defected from 
North Korea, and the third speaker was a comparatively 
younger woman. Each speaker shared the reality of the 
suffering they had endured. Dr. Jung Se Hyun, former 
Republic of Korea Reunification Minister, delivered the 
keynote address on the second day entitled “Towards a 
Permanent Peace System on the Korean Peninsula.” In 
the evening, we separated into three Korean-speaking and 
three English-speaking discussion groups, and the contents 
of these discussions also had an impact on the adoption 
of the action plan and communiqué on the final day of the 
conference.

On the afternoon of March 7 we boarded an airplane for 
Busan to attend the working-level meeting of five churches: 
the Presbyterian Church in Korea (PCK), the Presbyterian 
Church in the Republic of Korea (PROK), and Korean 
Methodist Church (KMC), the Korean Christian Church 
in Japan (KCCJ) and the Kyodan. During the morning 
of March 8, KCCJ General Secretary Kim Byeong-Ho, 

who comes from Busan, arranged for us to visit the UN 
Memorial Park there. 

For the first time I learned that during the turbulent times 
on the Korean peninsula, large numbers of displaced 
people had escaped to Busan. The United Nations forces 
were organized under the command of U.S. General 
Douglas MacArthur, and standing in the cemetery where 
the name of each soldier who died is memorialized, I once 
again felt the depth of emotion that Korean Christians have 
for the unification of the Korean peninsula. 

A meeting was held at Haesong Presbyterian Church, with 
eight people in attendance. From the Kyodan, General 
Assembly Secretary Kumoshikari Toshimi and I attended. 
The theme was the problems faced by missionaries 
sent from each side, as well as solutions, and problems 
associated with handling missionaries. However, Secretary 
Kumoshikari expressed the opinion that we need to 
reaffirm the original intent of holding this meeting. The 
next meeting is scheduled for Fukuoka at the end of 
November.

From March 21 to 24,Kyodan Moderator Ishibashi Hideo 
and I attended the general assembly of the Christian 
Evangelical Church in Minahasa (Gereja Masehi Injili di 
Minahasa [GMIM]) in Manado, located in the northern 
part of the Indonesian island of Sulawesi. We were there 
to receive approval from the assembly of a memorandum 
of agreement, as the first step toward entering into a 
mission agreement. The Minahasa Christian Evangelical 
Church has about 950 churches, with approximately a 
million members in Minahasa and surrounding provinces. 
The general assembly is held from Monday to Saturday 
once every four years. The vice-president of Indonesia 
gave an address at the opening worship service, but we 
unfortunately did not get there in time to hear it. 

We arrived at midnight on Wednesday, March 21, but the 
meeting was still going on. Elections took some time. Of 
the approximately 2,500 people at the meeting, 1,800 had 
voting rights. Internet voting was conducted to prevent 
fraud, but there were only 24 computers available at the 
venue. Even at 12:30 a.m., I witnessed long lines in front 
of the computers. The president and 15 staff members 
working at the church’s main office in Tomohon, about 
25 km from Manado were being elected. In the end, the 
election took all night Thursday to complete. When we 
left the hall on Friday morning at 9:00, we could still 
see totally exhausted assembly members here and there, 
catching a few minutes of sleep. It was the first time I had 
ever seen a town with such a close relationship between 
the church and the community. (Tr. DB)

That caused me to think about how that gap can be closed.

Rev. Sekino Kazuhiro, pastor of Japan Evangelical 
Lutheran Tokyo Church, and Father Harusaku Masahide of 
Ueno and Asakusa Catholic Church, Tokyo Archdiocese, 
both said in their messages that by focusing on God, we 
can move beyond denominational differences and come 

together. The fact that so many youth could gather and 
praise the Lord should not only remain a memory and a 
heartwarming experiences but also should be the chance 
to begin to share fellowship among youth, including non-
Christians. I’m very thankful that, even though we are 
of different denominations, we can praise the same Lord 
together. (Tr. JT)

(Cont'd from p.2)
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How to Prepare for and Respond to a Disaster

                                                                                                    by Kawashima Naomichi, pastor
                                                                                                         Kumamoto Nishikigaoka Church, Kyushu District

Two years have passed since the Kumamoto-Oita 
Earthquake. Although not always apparent on the surface, 
the effects of the earthquake are still strongly felt. At the 
end of 2017, there were still nearly 45,000 people who 
were living in temporary shelters. Although the original 
limit for occupancy was two years, the government has 
extended the limit for another year. Even in areas where 
demolition has been completed, empty lots remain because 
of the lack of construction workers. More time will be 
needed for reconstruction. The tower and cross that were 
the symbol of Nishikigaoka Church had to be torn down 
because of a dangerous crack. Reconstruction has not been 
started, because our main concern now is the members 
of our congregation. Some long-time members who have 
faithfully supported the church have had to move to areas 
outside the prefecture. Others have been injured, while still 
others have been hospitalized or put in care facilities. As 
a result, church attendance has become difficult for many. 
Furthermore, this drop in attendance has had a strong 
negative impact on church finances.

I. WHAT LOCAL CHURCHES CAN DO.
  1. Look at records and testimonies from disasters in 
other areas. In particular, the account of the East Japan 
Earthquake by Ishinomaki Yamashirocho Church was 
helpful for us.

  2. Confirm the safety of church members. At Nishikigaoka 
Church, we created a chart in which we recorded the 
condition of each member and the property damage 
suffered. Every week we posted the chart on the bulletin 
board and exchanged information. The pastor visited 
members, confirmed their safety, and distributed needed 
goods. Teams of church and board members who can move 
about are essential, especially in attending to the needs of 
elderly members. Following an earthquake, road conditions 
are dangerous, and restrictions are often imposed. A pastor 
in our district who had a motorbike was very helpful. At a 
time of natural disaster, a motorbike can be useful.

In some cases, members responding that things were okay 
were not sharing honestly about their situations. This 
seemed particularly true in the case of older members. Of 
course, it is important to respect the thoughts and lifestyles 
of each individual, but in some cases I feel it may be 
necessary to be more persistent so that they get the help 
they really need.

  3. Maintain a supply of water, which is essential for 
sanitation and other needs. At least a minimum amount of 
containers for water storage should be kept at the church. 
After the first earthquake, a pastor from Fukuoka brought 
100 liters of water. After the second big earthquake and 
the loss of the public water supply, the water that had been 
brought by the pastor became “living water” for us. The 
containers were also helpful. It might even be a good habit 
to keep bath water until the next usage.

  4.Insure strong support for shelves with urns is wise 
preparation if the church has a columbarium. If not, 
urns with the remains of members and families might be 
broken and the ashes scattered when an earthquake occurs. 
During the Kumamoto Earthquake, gravestones suffered 
considerable damage.

  5. Keep specific records, which can be important 
information for reference when another disaster occurs. 

When a natural disaster occurs, record exactly what 
happened, what actions were taken, who came to ask about 
safety, and what was distributed. Immediately following 
a disaster there is no composure for remembering things, 
nor is there time or opportunity to open a computer. In 
my case, I was able to get to my computer one week after 
the first earthquake when I worked my way into my study 
and found it buried among books that had fallen from 
the shelves. Using a memo and writing things as you 
remember them can be helpful. For two months I wrote a 
simple diary to record each event I remembered.

  6. Take as many pictures as possible. This can be helpful 
as a record of what happened as well as providing proof 
of damages incurred. Of course, in the midst of confusion, 
picture-taking can be forgotten, and I felt hesitant taking 
pictures of structures that are falling or in danger of falling. 
Providing opportunities for sharing photo and video 
recordings of the disaster would be helpful.

  7. Be aware that even unexpected things do happen. 
Fundamentally, natural disaster is not a part of our plans for 
the future. The Kumamoto Earthquake was a combination 
of two earthquakes, the second a level seven, the highest 
on the Japanese seismic intensity scale. It was the type of 
earthquake that no one had predicted. Our church was not 
prepared, and even if we had made preparations, I question 
whether we could have calmly dealt with what happened. 
However, I believe that our fundamental posture for 
future disaster preparation should be the awareness of that 
possibility.

II. WHAT DISTRICTS AND THE KYODAN CAN DO.
  1. Organize efforts to assist and relieve local pastors. 
During natural disasters, it is possible that church members 
and/or pastors might be lost or found dead. Preparation 
for such possibilities should occur locally, at the district 
level, and at the Kyodan level. Local pastors are burdened 
with confirming the safety of their congregations, as well 
as responding to the overall needs of their neighborhood. 
Following the Kumamoto-Oita Earthquake, Kyushu 
District made every effort to insure that local pastors were 
not overburdened.

Kyushu District and the Korean Christian Church in 
Japan worked together to organize the “Elpis Kumamoto” 
volunteer center. The work of this center continues today. 
These volunteers visit those living in shelters, operate a 
café, and lend an ear to those affected by the earthquake. It 
is important that the Kyodan support this work as it needs 
to be continued. I strongly urge Kyushu District and the 
Kyodan to consider this support.

  2. Make preparations to address future disasters. At the 
time of the Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, northeastern Japan 
and Kumamoto were doing well. However, now we are 
unable to give like we could 20 years ago. There is a limit 
to the money that can be raised from one urgent call for 
disaster relief for one limited area. The Kyodan needs 
to develop a system through which continued relief can 
be provided for multiple areas. One suggestion is to use 
part of local church apportionments to establish a fund 
specifically for disaster relief. (Tr. JS)

—From Shinto no Tomo (Believers’ Friend), March 2018 issue
   Summarized by KNL Editor Kawakami Yoshiko
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The 18th Korea-Japan-Korean Christian Church in Japan 
(KCCJ) International Symposium was held April 23-25 
at the Christian Center in Seoul, Korea. This international 
symposium began in the 1980s, when a movement had arisen 
to protest the fingerprinting of foreigners under Japan's 
Alien Registration Act to make this an issue for common 
engagement among Japanese and Korean churches together 
with KCCJ. Hosted by the Korean National Council of 
Churches (NCCK), the National Christian Council in Japan 
(NCCJ), and the National Conference of Christians Seeking 
Institution of a Basic Law for Non-Japanese Residents 
(Gaikikyo), these meetings have alternated between Japan 
and Korea, on a twice-in-three-years cycle. 

This 18th meeting was an ecumenical gathering, with 24 
participants from Korea and 26 from Japan. The theme 
chosen for this year was “Mission Among Immigrants by 
Churches in Japan and Korea: Situations, Prospects and 
Challenges.” In Korea 2 million, and in Japan 2.5 million 
immigrants live as members of society. The purpose of 
this meeting was to review the work of our churches, for 
whom reconciliation and inclusivity are common missions, 
and to share the challenges we face. The number of issues 
is considerable: exploitation, discrimination, and disfavor 
toward migrant workers, sexual assaults against immigrant 
women in international marriage, rampant hate speech and 

My Experience of Severe Shocks 
after the Kumamoto Earthquake

by Kato Makoto, executive secretary

In response to the Kumamoto Earthquake, which occurred 
on April 14, 2016, Kyodan Moderator Ishibashi Hideo 
convened an emergency meeting at the Kyodan general 
office in Tokyo. As a result, I was sent as the executive 
secretary of the Commission on Ecumenical Ministries to 
Kumamoto to participate in an on-site inspection and to 
deliver relief funds. After arriving in Fukuoka on April 15, 
the district secretary took me in his car towards Kumamoto. 
Since all hotels within Kumamoto City were closed as a 
result of the quake, I reserved a room at Yamaga Onsen, 
right outside the city.

The next day (April 16) at 1:25 a.m., the main shock hit 
Kumamoto. I had just fallen asleep and awoke as I felt 
myself being forced up from my bed into the air. While 
holding onto my bed, I could hear the loud, eerie sound 
of the cracking of the hotel building. Four quakes, each 
with a magnitude in excess of 7, hit one after the other 
until 1:45 a.m. Then the pastors who had remained in their 
Kumamoto parsonages after the quake on April 14 left with 
their families and proceeded to evacuation sites, some of 
which were parks.

Following a sleepless night, I headed for Kumamoto, 
drinking as little water as possible since the toilets were no 
longer working. Together with Kyushu District Moderator 

Umesaki Koji, I visited several quake-stricken churches in 
Kumamoto, beginning with Kusabacho Church. Later the 
same day, we returned to Fukuoka. Early in the morning 
of the following day, we took off in a rental car, heading 
once again for Kumamoto, this time to attend the Sunday 
morning worship service at Nishikigaoka Church where 
the tower of the church, which was a local landmark, had 
cracked badly. The church members were taking care of 
people affected by the quake.

The sanctuary of Nishikigaoka Church was damaged, 
and the scheduled liturgist and organist for the service 
were not there. Although Pastor Kawashima Naomichi 
undoubtedly had no chance to prepare for the sermon, he 
delivered a message I remember vividly to this day. During 
a time when even the safety of the church members could 
not be confirmed, in the throes of extreme fatigue, Pastor 
Kawashima spoke about depending on “the certainty of 
God's word.” During this time of crisis, I was reminded of 
the very ordinary reality that God’s word and worship is 
life for believers.

Upon returning to my hotel in Fukuoka, as I sat down on 
my bed, I noticed that my body was swaying. Aftershocks 
from the quake continued for some time, and that was the 
cause. (Tr. DM)

International Symposium Held in Korea
by Akiyama Toru, general secretary 

hate crime, and so on. 

Among the reports we heard, I was especially glad to learn 
about the practical and wide-ranging work of the Roman 
Catholic Church. We heard from Bishop Matsuura Goro 
of Catholic Commission of Japan for Migrants, Refugees 
and People on the Move, and about the work of Sinapis 
(mustard seed) in the Osaka Diocese. We also learned about 
the work of the Immigrant Ministry Office of the Catholic 
Church’s Jeonju Diocese in South Korea. There was a 
time when discrimination toward Koreans living in Japan 
was the central concern among advocates for immigrant 
communities. Since then, we have moved through a time 
when the number of Chinese people increased quickly, and 
now it is people from Vietnam who are arriving in greatest 
numbers. As circumstances change rapidly, the church is 
confronted by the question: How are we to perform mission 
effectively in response to these challenges? 

The conference ended with a joint declaration of six common 
concerns. One of these states: “We endeavor to create and 
promote a network that will share with one another our 
challenges and accomplishments, so we may overcome 
colonialism and racial discrimination and build a church and 
a society that is mutually life-giving.” The next conference 
will be held in Japan in 2020. (Tr. DGM)
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2018 Missionary Conference Held in Hiroshima
                  
                                                                                                                              by Nishinosono Michiko, chair
                                                                                                                                   Commission on Ecumenical Ministries
The 2018 Missionary Conference was held March 14-
16 at Hiroshima Church, with 35 missionaries gathering 
from sending bodies in various countries and areas, such 
as the USA, Holland, Canada, Ghana, South Africa, South 
Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. The conference began 
with the opening worship service, held in the sanctuary 
of Hiroshima Church, with Pastor Takeda Shinji giving 
the message. This year’s theme was “The Road to True 
Peace—John 14:27.”

On the second day, after listening to Hiroshima Church 
member Yamasaki Atsuko share her experience during the 
nuclear bombing, the participants separated into Japanese, 
English, Korean, and Chinese language groups for a time 
of discussion. Of particular interest to those attending 
were the following words of testimony spoken by a former 
Hiroshima Church pastor during his sermon long ago: 
“.The dropping of a bomb on Hiroshima was a blessing 
in disguise.” This pastor had also lost his daughter in the 
bombing. What was the intention of those words and, after 
all, what is God’s grace? 

The participants held a lively discussion about the intent 
behind the words. One participant made reference to 

NCCJ Marks End of its 39th General Assembly Period

"Proceeding Together As We Follow the Directives of the 
Lord of the Cross"; "Whoever wants to be my disciple must 
deny themselves and take up their cross and follow me." 
(Matt. 16:24) 

It is with these words that the National Christian Council 
in Japan (NCCJ) closed out its 39th three-year General 
Assembly Period (April 2015–March 2018). During this 
period, the NCCJ's activities were focused through 14 
committees that operated according to three scriptural 
principles: 

 1) Evangelizing together: "The time has come. The 
kingdom of God has come near. Repent and believe the 
good news!" (Mark 1:15);

 2) Witnessing together within society: "Put your sword 
back in its place, for all who draw the sword will die by the 
sword." (Matt. 26:52); and

 3) Being in solidarity with our friends around the world: 
(Acts 2:7-11)

In January of every year, the NCCJ participates in a Prayer 
for Unity Conference with the Roman Catholic Church 
as part of a program of the World Council of Churches. 
During these past three years we especially focused on the 
commemoration of the 500th anniversary of the Protestant 
Reformation. This has been an opportunity for the Catholic 
Church as well to return to the roots of the faith, and with 
that in mind we held ecumenical prayer meetings as well. 
We also participated in the celebration commemorating 
the 60th anniversary of the founding of the Christian 
Conference of Asia, which was held in Myanmar, where 
we shared together concerning the issues facing the Church 
around the world while jointly committing ourselves to 

pouring our strength into the joy of communicating the 
Gospel.

We also held meetings with Buddhists and other religious 
leaders through the World Conference of Religions for 
Peace Japan Committee and the Religious Conference on 
Article 9 (the article of Japan’s Constitution that declares 
Japan will not militarize itself). We joined the Religious 
Summit on Mt. Hiei held every summer at Enryakuji 
Temple in Kyoto, where we prayed for peace during the 
conference under the theme of "How Religious Leaders 
Should Deal With Terrorism and Violence."

The NCCJ itself is celebrating its 70th anniversary this 
year. Prior to the end of this fiscal year in March 2019, we 
are planning a mission conference, and to that end we have 
held three "pre-conferences" on the themes of mission, 
service, and worship. The NCCJ consists of a membership 
of 6 denominations together with 8 other Christian 
organizations and 16 associate member organizations, 
which makes for quite a variety. At its general assembly in 
March, 3 new associate organizations were added: Waseda 
Hoshien, Wesley Zaidan, and Church World Service. (The 
difference between a member and an associate member is 
whether the organization’s activities are limited in scope 
to one thing or not). We are so thankful for all of the 
prayerful support we have had from many people these last 
three years. Our hope is that even in this time of reduced 
apportionment giving from our member organizations, we 
will be able to continue our activities of unity in worship 
and diversity in witness. (Tr. TB)

              —Aminaka Shoko, general secretary
                  38th and 39th NCCJ General Assembly Periods
                  Pastor (from April 2018)
                  Yokohama Myojo Church, Kanagawa District

(Cont'd to p. 7)

Missionary Conference participants at Hiroshima Church
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The Conference on World Mission and Evangelism of the 
World Council of Churches (WCC) was held March 8-13, 
2018 in Arusha, Tanzania. The theme was “Moving in 
the Spirit: Called to Transforming Discipleship.” Among 
the over 1,000 participants were 10 persons from Japan, 
including Ms. Nogawa Inori (Kunitachi Church) and Mr. 
Miura Hiroto (Sendai Kita Church) who were sent by the 
Kyodan's Commission on Ecumenical Ministries.

The conference consisted of worship, Bible study, speakers, 
and workshops on social and church issues. Especially on 

WCC Conference on World Mission and Evangelism 
Held in Tanzania

                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                              by Hironaka Yoshimi, staff
                                                                                                                           Commission on Ecumenical Ministries

March 10,  there were speeches on the theme “Mission 
from the Margins,” about persons with handicaps, minority 
peoples, immigrants, women, etc., with discussion. 
“Margin” here refers to persons in weak positions who 
are squeezed out of society. It was also noted that while, 
undoubtedly, careful consideration of those persons who 
are marginal in society is exceedingly important, the use 
of such words as “margin” and “minority” itself places 
ourselves in the center so already discriminates against 
other persons. l sensed that I wanted to be a person who, 
while habitually looking at who I am, will not forget to 
imagine things from another person’s standpoint.
At the conference there were also participants from Islam 
and other religions. There are diverse religions in Japan, 
and even if a person is of another faith, loving that person 
as a “neighbor,” I felt, is an important part of living as a 
Christian in Japanese society.

During the conference we came in touch everywhere with 
the intense praise and dancing of persons from churches in 
the area. Although I think there are appropriate ways for 
each individual and culture, observing this form of offering 
praise to the Lord with all one’s heart and spirit became 
a chance to consider my own attitude about praising the 
Lord. (Tr. RT) 

Rev. Kitamori Kazo’s The Theology of God’s Pain while 
another recalled the continual pondering of events beyond 
human understanding by the Lord Jesus’ mother Mary 
and the Lord’s disciples. Particularly because these 
missionaries came from such a variety of backgrounds, 
they understood the need to wait for God’s timing rather 
than quickly forming simplistic conclusions when 
encountering something difficult to comprehend or accept. 
The participants also felt again the tragedy caused by the 
nuclear bomb, which drove their thoughts to the bitter grief 
and pain of the people living in this area, the importance 

of transferring peace to the next generation, and the 
difficulty of proclaiming the “grace of God” to those who 
experienced this tragedy.

The third day, at the memorial service for deceased 
missionaries, four were remembered: Betty Urkheart, 
Yukiko Altman, James Read, and Kiyoko Barker. Gratitude 
was also expressed by the Kyodan to missionaries Kawano 
Shinji and Karen Strydom, who were retiring at the end of 
the 2017-18 school year. The conference ended, in God’s 
grace, with the closing worship service. (Tr. RT)

A group from Africa, acting out a Bible story

The WCC Conference, with over 1,000 participants

(Cont'd from p. 6)
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PCT General Assembly Highlights Issues of Aging 

What is being required of the church now and what the 
church can concretely do was clarified, and participants 
were able to see the various aspects of the struggle. 

The PCT, as a church, has also historically advocated the 
protection of indigenous people’s civil rights, and at this 
assembly participants also experienced its stance of valuing 
prayers being made in various dialects. So we learned 
many things. (Tr. RT)

　　　　　　　　　—Akiyama Toru, general secretary
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The Presbyterian Church in Taiwan’s General Assembly 
was convened April 17– 20 at Chang–Jung Girls’ High 
School in Tainan, and I attended along with Executive 
Secretary Kato Makoto of the Commission on Ecumenical 
Ministries. Incidentally, the high school where the 
assembly met is Taiwan’s first women’s educational facility 
and the school where, under Japanese supervision before 
World War II, Rev. Uemura Tamaki and Rev. Bansho 
Tetsuo served as principals. The school has also had a deep 
relationship with Japan, and following the opening worship 
service at the general assembly, a representative from both 
the Reformed Church in America and the Kyodan were 
requested to give greetings on behalf of the many overseas 
guests. 

About 600 people attended as representatives from 
presbyteries and other organizations. Elections were held 
to select a new moderator, vice-moderator, and secretary, 
with various other sessions interspersed between, including 
an address on the differences between regulations in the 
society at large and church regulations, with time given 
to express gratitude for deceased pastors and those who 
had served for a long time. So rather than being a place of 
tense debate, the atmosphere was that of a peaceful church 
meeting from beginning to end. 

At this assembly, a Mission Agreement was concluded with 
the Korean Evangelical Church (EKC) and The Presbytery 
of the Presbyterian Church of Formosa in Brazil. Following 
a polite affirmation of the terms of agreement, and with 
gratitude, an Agreement Signing Service was held. 

The key issue at this assembly was ministry to elderly 
persons — namely, how Christians, the church, and society 
should serve an aging generation at the physical, mental, 
and spiritual levels. Highlighted was the motto of “being 
thoughtful of elderly people, with unsparing love.” The 
committee made scrupulous preparations, beginning 
with physical exercises and including presentations on 
what churches in each area are doing to deal with the 
issue of aging and on the changes in body and mind that 
accompany aging. Also provided was rich consultation 
on the stance of those living closely with elderly persons 
and on ways of dealing with them. And with regards to its 
mission to the younger generation, PCT is also zealously 
undertaking a new program entitled "Youth Shall See 
Visions" to adopt new words from the Bible for daily life. 

From the General Secretary's Desk:

Lft.-rt.: Akiyama Toru, Kyodan general secretary, and the 
late Lee Meng-Jer, then pastor of Tokyo Taiwan Church and 
translator of Akiyama's greeting at the conference, who died on 
April 30
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